OUTWORKING THE COMPETITION IS A STATEMENT WE’VE MADE IRON CLAD

1 Based on standard pickup class. EPA est. 28 highway mpg based on available EcoDiesel V6. 2 2500/3500 pickups. With available Cummins® Diesel when properly equipped. 3 Based on class 3-5 pickup-based conventional cab chassis over 10,000 Gross Vehicle Weight Rating. 4 Based on Small Commercial Van segment. EPA est. 18 city/26 highway with 20-gallon fuel tank. Actual results may vary. 5 Based on Class 2 Cargo Van (single rear-wheel axle). 6 See dealer for details and a copy of Limited Warranty. 7 Includes $500 ON-THE-JOB Upfit Bonus Cash Allowance on most 2013 and 2014 Ram Commercial vehicles. Must take delivery by 6/30/14. See participating dealer for ON-THE-JOB incentive details and eligibility requirements. Ram is a registered trademark of Chrysler Group LLC. Cummins is a registered trademark of Cummins Inc.
RAM COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

RAM 1500 / BEST-IN-CLASS 28 MPG HWY FUEL ECONOMY

RAM 3500 / BEST-IN-CLASS 30,000 LB TOWING

RAM CHASSIS CAB / BEST-IN-CLASS GCWR – 37,500 LBS

RAM C/V / BEST-IN-CLASS DRIVING RANGE OF 520 HWY MILES

RAM PROMASTER® / BEST-IN-CLASS 4,430 LB PAYLOAD

5-YEAR/100,000-MILE POWERTRAIN LIMITED WARRANTY

UP TO $1500 in ON-THE-JOB incentives in addition to current offers.
OUR MISSION: Landscape Management shares new ideas to inspire and empower readers to run more efficient, profitable businesses. We’re the leading information resource for lawn care, landscape maintenance, design/build and irrigation professionals.
When multiple weeds gang up on you, there’s just one solution you need in your corner: Solitare® herbicide. Solitare is the all-in-one postemergence treatment designed to help you control multiple growth stages of crabgrass, sedges and tough broadleaf weeds in a single, fast-acting application.

Dual-action Solitare controls or suppresses over 60 weeds without the hassle and cost of tank mixing. What’s more, the optimized formulation of Solitare can inhibit perennial reproductive structures like tubers from germinating to minimize the return of ZOMBIE WEEDS next season.

For more information, contact your FMC Market Specialist or local FMC Distributor.

Knock Out Multiple Weeds in a Single Round

Only Solitare® Takes On Crabgrass, Sedges and Broadleaf Weeds In One Application
Help! Landscape professionals! We are actively seeking dealers to sell, install and service our innovative outdoor misting systems that effectively control mosquitoes and other annoying insects.

1-866-485-7255

Learn more at www.mistaway.com/goodbiz
Guided learning

It’s been said many times that there are no shortcuts to success. Yet, it’s graduation season, a time when universities and high schools (heck, even kindergartens) parade in well-known speakers to impart wisdom upon their graduates. Many of these speeches draw upon the life experiences of the presenter and offer knowledge from a learn-from-my-mistakes perspective. After all, isn’t that the advice we all want to know when we look to someone who we consider a success? We want insight on how they got where they are today and if there are any ways we can succeed faster, easier or less painfully.

It reminds me of the song “Ooh La La” by the Faces. The chorus says, “I wish that I knew what I know now / When I was younger.”

That song, circa 1973, is not even remotely about business. (In case you’re unfamiliar, it details a grandfather’s advice about women to his grandson.) But every time I hear it, it reminds me of the readings of Landscape Management and how many people’s questions are similar. “What mistakes am I making that I could be avoiding? Am I doing things right? Should I be doing something differently? What do others know that I don’t know?”

Those kinds of questions are why we decided to formulate the coverage for our 2014 LM150 list of the industry’s largest companies around a “Lessons learned” theme.

So, as we collected data for this year’s report (starting after page 20), we asked the leaders of LM150 companies, “What would you have done differently then, knowing what you know now?”

We received many great responses, which we share with you in the pages of the LM150 supplement. There’s guidance about carving out a niche and acting smaller than you are (see page S15). There’s an item on the importance of consistent marketing and building a strong brand (S17). There are powerful stories about the need to delegate and set up processes (S14 and S16) and much more.

But a few folks, like NaturaLawn of America’s President Phil Catron, surprised us by saying they wouldn’t change a thing.

“There’s a purpose for having a learning curve and growing from the decisions you make over the years,” Catron says.

It may sound like he’s avoiding the question, trying to get off the hook, like the grandfather at the end of “Ooh La La” who says, “Poor young grand son, there’s nothing I can say / You’ll have to learn, just like me / And that’s the hardest way.”

“We disagree with the grandfather. We believe you can learn from others’ stories. (And don’t worry, we got Catron to share some sage advice.) The tips you take in from other companies’ tales might not be shortcuts to success, but at least they can be a guidepost along the way. We hope there’s at least one lesson you can learn here to improve yourself or your company. Or maybe you have another one to offer? Email me at mpalmieri@northcoastmedia.net and we’ll find a way to share yours, too.
Lance Forsee might be the first panhandler to burn a resume off a passerby instead of a buck.

As a new employee recruitment technique, the president of Colonial Lawn & Garden took to the streets begging for folks to apply to job openings at the Yakima, Wash.-based company. He carried a cardboard sign and all.

A little more than a week later, a stack of 200 completed job applications sat in his office.

“It’s been unbelievable,” Forsee says. “We were just trying to stir up interest and get people in the door. Where were these 200 people before this campaign?”

Desperate times call for desperate measures
Fed up with failed attempts to attract candidates through traditional means, such as classified ads, job fairs and a few social media posts, Forsee grabbed a cardboard box out of his garage and had an office administrator write a message on it. “Desperate business owner will give $ + benefits to outstanding workers! Every employee helps! God bless,” it said.

He pulled on an old business suit, and with cardboard sign in hand, strutted down the sidewalk to an intersection in town where an employee snapped a few photos and posted them to Facebook May 7. The whole ordeal took about 30 minutes.

He went out two more days—one for an hour and then for an hour and a half—and each time Forsee had a few flyers in hand with the job descriptions and his business card. He’d direct passersby to the office to fill out applications, or some people handed him their resumes on the spot.

By that time his efforts had “gone viral.” ABC News caught on as well as a local news station, which deemed his tactic “reverse panhandling.”

“Ninety nine percent of people get it,” Forsee says. “When I first went out there standing on the street corner with my sign, I saw through the eyes of somebody on the other side of the cardboard. I felt like I was that person.”

The perspective
He had six job openings paying $10 to $12 per hour, depending on experience. Plus, he offers health insurance, paid holidays and paid vacation.

“The folks we have are great,” says Forsee of his 25 employees. “We just need more of us. We’re trying to grow, not just survive.”

A 29-year-old company, Colonial Lawn & Garden specializes in maintenance and lawn care for residential clients. It has an annual revenue of more than $2 million.

Forsee’s struggle has been getting people to apply for his company’s jobs, primarily the 20- to 30-year-old demographic. He speculates the younger group is more attracted to technology-driven fields and “shying away from the getting-your-hands-dirty type.”

Also, hiring practices have gotten stiffer than when he started out at age 19. Colonial Lawn & Garden requires employees to hold a valid driver’s license and be a legal citizen. It also conducts random drug screenings.

Hitting the streets has paid off in at least one hire—for a clerical position—with several more expected this month.

Forsee says many candidates from the campaign were outside of the Green Industry. The clerical hire is one example.

“She would not have been likely to consider my company or industry otherwise,” he says. “We used to hire for the skill. Now we hire for the person, not someone who has experience. We’re looking for quality people with work ethic. They can learn the skills necessary to be successful in the Green Industry.”

The panhandling ploy has offered a solution to the hiring obstacle, Forsee says, and added he likely will do it again.

“It’s one of those things that could become cliché, the 15 minutes of fame thing,” Forsee says. “I don’t want to make it cliché, but why not? I would encourage somebody in another community to try it. See what will happen.”
CONTROL A LIST OF WEEDS TOO LONG TO LIST HERE.

For backpack sprays try the new larger coverage rate:

1 PACK
+ 2 GALLONS = 2,000 SQUARE FEET

For broadcast sprays, the available 25g package (5 X 5g containers) offers the greatest value.

Visit GreenCastOnline.com/Monument to learn more.

Annual sedge
Bahia grass
Rescuegrass
Green kyllinga
Cocks-comb Kyllinga
Broadleaf signalgrass
Rye grass
Globe sedge
Crabgrass
Tall fescue
Purple nutsedge
Dallisgrass
Torpedograss
Little barley
Ground ivy
Poa annua
Black medic
Creeping indigo
Hop clover
Oxalis
Cat’s ear dandelion
Dandelion
Khakiweed
Parsley piert
Carpetweed
Dichondra
Yellow nutsedge
Lawn burweed
Rabbitsfoot clover
Clover
Field pansy

*Syngenta supports a FIFRA Section 2(ee) recommendation for use of Monument 0.5gr packs for a use rate of 0.5gr up to 2,000 sq.ft. Please see the Section 2(ee) Recommendation to confirm that the recommendation is applicable in your state.

©2014 Syngenta. Important: Always read and follow label instructions. Some products may not be registered for sale or use in all states or counties. Please check with your state or local extension service to ensure registration status. Monument® the Alliance Frame, the Purpose icon and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company.
Merger anxiety

The Brickman Group/ValleyCrest Landscape Cos. merger is on everyone’s mind. Is this a game changer, I’m asked? Or, as in the past with LandCare USA and ServiceMaster, will it be a mess?

One thing is certain: What this represents as a potential industry pivot point has been a long time coming.

Since the high level of merger and acquisition (M&A) activity in the late ’90s, the Green Industry has experienced gradual but fundamental changes. The last 15 years have seen a new type of leader and owner. Instead of “grown-up gardeners” (as ValleyCrest’s late founder Burton Sperber called horticulturists who moved into management), the people running many landscape companies today entered the industry from various paths. Some come from business schools, management consulting firms and from other businesses.

Other segments related to ours, including our customers and vendors, are complex institutions with big picture world views. Being on Wall Street’s radar is good for us and it will up our game.

The upside and downside

The outlook is positive if landscape CEOs are thinking of an exit strategy within the next three to five years. If you’re a middle-market business owner, if you’ve spent years building your business and are at a crossroads or if you’re raising capital, this move could have an upside.

It also will change the way the industry hires by reinvigorating, if not redefining, recruiting and staffing strategies. Companies will look at potential new hires from management disciplines and other areas of study (marketing, finance, urban development and environmental science), in addition to the traditional hort and ag route that always will be the foundation of our operational expertise. Plus, college career counselors will take landscape contracting seriously as a career.

On the downside, the merger limits the number of buyers for companies looking to sell. There no longer will be two big players competing for acquisition targets, which may hurt owners looking to exit soon.

It also creates an absence of horticultural knowledge at the top. Investment companies are running ValleyCrest and Brickman with a financial mindset that demands quarterly performance. Any lack of passion toward the work our companies do could be an opportunity for smaller companies with a longer-term view on plant health and environmental beauty. Clients care about service and quality and a customer-centric focus could be lost in the shuffle.

A new, larger national company pushes smaller companies to adjust the way they approach customer service, proposals, pricing and model their operational efficiencies to compete.

What you need to know

All landscape companies will need to expand their recruiting sources to include more candidates with business degrees along with hiring traditional candidates, who are in short supply anyway.

All landscape companies will have to consider some of the same metrics investment bankers watch. They’ll need to make smarter purchases. Many contractors love equipment—sometimes the bigger the toy the better. Investment bankers look at the return on the investment of all capital.

All landscape companies that spend their marketing dollars in a knee-jerk manner will have to rethink their approach. Firms run by finance experts make strategic marketing investments aimed at driving profitability and sales. And they measure ROI.

All landscape companies will face increasing demands in all directions. A major shift from this merger will require companies to improve productivity, increase performance and understand where they’re making their greatest profits. Some of the work companies like the least may be the most profitable, and some of the work they love the most might not be as profitable. Since service lines compete for capital to grow, moving forward, companies will have to invest in the most profitable segments.
INTRODUCING

Pennington Smart Seed PRO
Professional Grass Seed PRO

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE NEEDS OF PROFESSIONALS

- Exceptionally high turf quality and density
- Water Star® varieties require up to 40% less water than ordinary grass seed
- Persistent turfgrass quality under heavy use

To learn more about our selection of professional turfgrass products:
CALL: 1.800.588.0512 | EMAIL: provitIFINDSOLUTIOS@penningtonseed.com
Right now your phone probably is ringing with every “business broker” and “deal guy” saying they have a deal for you. Sound familiar? Are you ready to sell? The industry has been buzzing as word spread about a mega deal between ValleyCrest Landscape Cos. and the Brickman Group.

The fact is activity is picking up and so are business valuations. What information can you trust? How do you evaluate a “sale” pitch for your company?

Ask for help and, as the economy continues to improve, think about a 12- to 24- month window for planning an exit. Here are several factors to consider.

**Revenue:** Business mix still matters. More than 60 percent of your revenue should come from maintenance and turf care contracts. This includes enhancements for contract customers. Sales need to be trending up, and you should have retention better than 85 percent. It’s important to be able to present department financial statements showing revenue and expenses. Depth in your sales team (i.e. salesman besides an owner) and a strong customer relationship management (CRM) system are big pluses.

**Earnings:** An adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization plus add-backs (EBITDA) of 15 percent or better puts you in the driver’s seat. This equation is easy to define with the right guidance. It’s important to understand what “add-backs” are legitimate and defendable. You must “recast” your operating profit for each fiscal year, including the most recent trailing 12 months. Your 2014 and 2015 projections must be defendable. This means don’t tell me you’re going from an adjusted EBITDA of 12 percent to 18 percent in one year.

**Strong balance sheet:** Low debt and strong working capital will enhance the amount of total purchase price you net. Capital more than a working capital requirement (5 percent to 8 percent of revenue) could be added to your purchase price. This is a highly negotiable item, and it’s often where sellers leave money on the table.

Don’t underestimate the negative impact of an old fleet and worn equipment. Buyers will cut some or all of a depreciation expense (add-back) if they need to make large purchases to update your fleet and equipment. You should spend a minimum of 2 percent to 3 percent of revenue on fixed assets to maintain a good fleet, etc.

**Secondary markets:** Small- to medium-sized markets (think: Nashville, Tenn.; Greenville, S.C.; Charlotte, N.C.; Richmond, Va.; and Cleveland) are getting interesting and could be attractive to the right buyer. Less competition from the “big boys” on labor resources, pricing and quality makes operating a branch or satellite in a smaller market more appealing. Don’t discount your opportunity to get something done just because you’re not in Texas, Florida or California.

**Cost of procrastinating:** For those of you who believe your window is three to five years until you get out, consider and calculate what you gain in dollars by operating longer. Items that may cost you purchase price dollars in a deal with bad timing include: tax increases, erosion of valuation multiples, fuel cost increases, insurance issues, a singular buyer and limited availability of labor to support growth.

**Continued role of owner:** Plan to sign an employment agreement for one to three years. It’s important you’re ready to work for the buyer. Smooth customer and employee transitions are a must and you’ll be the person expected to help. This is mentally exhausting, and you’ll have different opinions and philosophies. Don’t underestimate the difficulty of this task. Your deal structure will be key for peace of mind.

Exiting your business is emotional and difficult. Assemble a plan that quantifies your options and takes emotion out of the equation. Now is the time to get started with a simple business valuation and net cash projection. Deal structure is vital, meaning when and how you’ll get your money and with what strings. Timing is everything, as they say, but be cautious of jumping in if you don’t understand the game or know your company’s value equation.